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President  & Director's Message 

(October, November, December - 2018)

All the Best
Sanjay Kumar Gupta

Indian Agricultural Economy is going through tough times as unprecedented Environmental impact has 

unleashed its wrath on small & medium farmers. Sowing of winter or Rabi crops, an indicator of the pace of 

farm activities is down by nearly 5% compared to last year, although the gap is sufficiently large in some 

individual crops, suggesting fresh weaknesses in the rural sector. Distressed farmers are hoping for the best 

under these uncontrollable conditions. 

In our context, Oct-Dec Quarter had seen reaching out to maximum number of farmers in the form of post 

season product differentiation activities. Our new range of hybrids in all crops are performing best across 

geographies with superior yields which are well acknowledged by Channel partners and Farming 

community. Capitalizing on work done in field in the coming quarter would be of utmost importance.



Editorial Team

Editorial Team wishes you all a Very Happy and Prosperous New year.

We take this opportunity to thank you all for the contributions to the newsletter and hope for a greater 
participation in the coming editions. In this issue, we are pleased to include articles that demonstrate 
various activities and events conducted by the company which brings us closerto  ourcustomers.
A message that we would like to carry forward is that, every one of us has an ability to discover new ideas, it's 
only the expressions that we lack. Through this Newsletter, we are providing a platform for everyone to 
express their ideas and creativity.

We hope that you enjoy reading this newsletter as much as we enjoyed compiling it.

From Editor's Desk



Mustard seed is the second most important oil seed crop in India accounting for nearly 20- 22% of the 

total oilseeds produced in the country. India is the fourth largest producer of mustard seed contributing to 

around 11% of world's total production.

A number of farmer level activities were performed by JK team like Field Visit, Field Days, Village level 

farmer meeting, etc. to create awareness about the existing mustard varieties, engage farmers and 

provide guidelines on best cultural practices. Our Major focus states include Punjab, Rajasthan, Uttar 

Pradesh, Bihar, Gujarat, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, West Bengal and MP to grow farmer base and business 

to a greater extent.

PRE-SEASON Marketing Activities -Mustard

                                                                                                          Marketing Team –Field Crops



Said from ages, “Seeing Is Believing” and this phrase rightly suits our industry. Sticking to this thought, we have 

taken efforts to showcase the actual results of our products to our end customers i.e. the farmers. Field Visit is the 

best tool to carve this thought into reality.

We have taken multiple field visits on our premium tomato brand- JK Ratan. Areas of activity were Maharashtra, 

Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, and Andhra Pradesh. 

Seeing is Believing



Our tomato hybrid- JK Victor is gaining popularity on the grounds of Tami Nadu and is ready to dig its roots deeper 

as it is receiving positive response from the participants of meetings, arranged for all the three tiers of our 

business namely the farmers, the dealers and the nursery growers.

As a “GO-GREEN” initiative, we distributed plants to nursery growers and farmers.

Establishing New Hybrids

Marketing Team –Vegetables
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Service Anniversary:

JKAL management and employees congratulate the below team members on completion of 5&10 years of

services with JKAL! Keep up the good work and we wish you success in the years to come.
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NanubothulaSreenu

KumeshRambhaujiKamdi

Arunesh Kumar Pal

Ankur Gupta

Vivek Srivastava

Varun Kumar

DadasahebBhiku Kale

Adapa Veera VenkataNancharayya

MahendraGambhirShaha
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Sales

Administration

Prakash Ambaty Human Resources

Sreedevi Ch. Administration

Ramakrishna Basham Quality Assurance

Koteshwar Rao Morri Quality Assurance

Naresh Menta Production

Thirupathi Reddy Muche Production

Quote of the Quarter:

“Your work is going to fill a large part of your life, and the only way to be truly satisfied is 
to do what you believe is great work. And the only way to do great work is to love what 
you do."

– Steve Jobs
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